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Abstract: At present, the treatment process for sudden water pollution(WP) problems 

generally includes water quality exceeding warning, artificial investigation of warning 

reasons, artificial search for pollution source(PS), risk assessment by experts, and 

formulation and implementation of emergency plans. However, sudden WP events usually 

cause huge harm in a short time, and emergency measures often fail to respond in a timely 

manner. Therefore, in order to give early warning and quickly deal with sudden pollution, 

this paper constructs a recurrent WP early warning model(EWM). By comparing the 

prediction and simulation of total phosphorus concentration in water body by the latent 

factor model and Mike model, it is found that the prediction value based on the LFM is 

very consistent with the simulation value, It can be used to predict the distribution 

characteristics of water pollutants from PS and help people deal with WP incidents quickly. 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of information technology such as the Internet of Things and cloud 

computing, intelligent solutions to WP problems have become a focus of attention. In response to 

this problem, the construction of a practical and simple EWM for sudden WP can effectively reduce 

the task of manually dealing with WP and improve the efficiency of WP treatment. The need for 

intelligent treatment of sudden WP problems is becoming increasingly strong. 

Research on early warning of sudden WP has achieved good results. For example, some scholars 

argue that the scope of emergency response to sudden WP in rivers mainly includes the design of 

emergency monitoring networks, WP early warning, WP traceability, WP risk assessment and 

analysis and emergency response, while early warning is initiated before a WP incident occurs and 

it is necessary to trace the source of pollution because it can guide the subsequent assessment and 
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analysis of WP risk and emergency response [1]. Some scholars have analysed a large amount of 

water quality data, combined with predictive models and anomaly detection algorithms to form 

anomaly warning techniques to support the response to unexpected WP events and improve the 

efficient management of the water environment [2]. Some scholars have connected the EFD water 

quality simulation model with the information system through the interface between the Java 

programming model and the derivation system, which greatly improves the calculation speed and 

accuracy of the water quality model and realizes the online operation of the Cali model [3]. In short, 

the EWM to monitor water quality data and issue alerts when water quality is abnormal is a key link 

in the early warning of WP. 

This paper first analyzes the research status of the sudden WP EWM, proposes the risk sources 

of WP accidents, then introduces the design principles of the EWM and the meaning of the LFM, 

uses the LFM to build the model logic structure, and finally analyzes the application of the EWM in 

TP prediction by comparing the predictive value of the LFM and the analog value of Mike model. 

2. Basic Overview 

2.1. Research Status of Sudden WP Warning Model 

In WP EWMs, it is necessary to identify water quality anomalies to warn of water quality, so 

detection of water quality anomalies has been a focus of society. Anomaly detection can be divided 

into two categories: statistical methods and machine learning methods [4]. The first type of anomaly 

detection algorithm is based on statistical principles and determines whether an unknown sample is 

anomalous based on the statistical characteristics of sample information examples; Gaussian 

anomaly detection methods, histogram anomaly detection methods and nuclear function anomaly 

detection methods are all developed on the basis of statistics. This class of algorithms allows 

sharing of anomalies in unknown statistical distribution models and is easy to implement, but is 

limited to applications with large sample data [5-6]. The latter class is divided into supervised, 

semi-supervised and unsupervised learning based on the dataset labels. Supervised is a way to label 

normal and abnormal water quality, semi-supervised only labels normal water quality conditions, 

and unsupervised learning does not label all data [7]. According to the actual situation, water 

quality anomalies are more difficult to make labeling, so unsupervised and semi-supervised are 

more commonly used in water quality anomaly detection. 

2.2. Risk Sources of Sudden WP Accidents 

WP risk sources are factors that may lead to WP incidents, including people, objects and events 

with hazardous and uncertain characteristics [8]. Risk sources can be divided into two categories in 

terms of source, namely man-made risk sources and natural risk sources. The former is a series of 

risk sources that cause WP accidents due to human conscious or unintentional moves, including 

urban sewage discharges, industrial wastewater discharges, agricultural wastewater discharges and 

pollution discharges caused by transportation accidents [9]; natural risk sources are those that cause 

WP due to sudden climate change or natural disasters such as earthquakes [10]. Based on 

distribution characteristics, risk sources can be classified as fixed sources, watershed pollutants and 

mobile pollutants. Fixed PSs refer to the source of pollutants is in a place, that is, the discharge of 

pollutants in the same geographical location, fixed sources of pollution can usually be regarded as 

point sources in the WP EWM, the spread of its pollution usually gradually from point source 

pollution to surface source pollution, the scope of pollution is generally small, such as industrial 

pollution, domestic sewage pollution and so on [11]; watershed pollution mainly from the 

watershed near the residents of household-generated Pollutants, which can usually be regarded as 
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distributed sources in the model, urban domestic sewage, pesticide residues, agricultural drainage 

and other pollutants enter river water bodies through rainfall [12]; mobile PSs are PSs characterized 

by the discharge of large amounts of pollutants and unknown discharge points, such as tanker traffic 

accidents on bridges across rivers, leakage accidents from ships, etc [13]. 

When a WP accident occurs, the transfer of water pollutants follows the convective diffusion 

equation. The basis of the inversion problem for the source term of river WP is a coupled 

hydrodynamic-water quality system with the following control equations: 
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Where u is the fluid velocity vector, m/s; T is the time, s; P is the fluid pressure, Pa; ρ Is the fluid 

density, kg/m3; V is the viscosity coefficient of fluid motion, Pas; h is the water height; γ is the 

parameter term. 

3. Overall Design of EWM for Sudden WP 

3.1. Design Objectives and Principles 

A sudden WP emergency warning model is created which simulates and quickly predicts sudden 

WP and displays simulation results, while emergency information can be viewed through a database 

linked to the system, providing technical support for government environmental agencies to develop 

sudden emergency plans for the purpose of reducing the hazard of sudden WP incidents [14]. In 

order to create an EWM system with a simple interactive interface and powerful simulation 

calculations, its overall design as well as functional implementation should follow the following 

principles. 

(1) Principle of rapidity 

WP emergencies affect a large area and it is hoped that the WP EWM will be able to make 

response decisions as quickly as possible, so the first principle of EWM design is efficiency, which 

can also be called speed. Want the system to be fast need to meet two requirements: first, the system 

simulation speed, need to complete the accident simulation within a few minutes, such as parameter 

input, simulation calculation and graphics display total time; second, in order to support the rapid 

query information after the accident, decision makers should be able to quickly retrieve decision 

support information, including laws and regulations, pollution confidential information, etc., and 

make decisions based on this information and simulation prediction graphics [15- 16]. 

(2) Principle of fluency 

As the end-users of the model are not GIS software experts and have no experience in GIS, the 

software is required to follow the fluency principle during the development process to minimise 

parameter configuration and simplify operational steps while meeting the basic requirements of the 

accident simulation parameters, so that non-specialist end-users can master the use of the system in 

a very short time [17]. The user database is then designed and operated as required, thereby 

simplifying data editing and avoiding data redundancy due to wasted resources. 

(3) Openness principle 

Sudden WP EWM itself is an innovative research topic, the model database function module and 

content ambiguous, not perfect, so the system in the development design and use of the test process 

to follow the principle of openness, adopt the user given modification suggestions, and constantly 
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test the system performance, find out the system failure and deficiencies, and gradually improve the 

system function. 

3.2. EWM of Sudden WP Based on Latent Factor 

(1) Latent Factor Model (LFM) 

LFM is a machine learning algorithm in which there is an implicit relationship between the user 

and the object, subject to implicit factors, which are difficult to interpret in terms of implicit factors. 

In order to find suitable implicit factors so that the objective function can be optimal, the process of 

actually making recommendations has to be trained continuously using data [18]. 
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Figure 1. User - implicit classification - data relationship 

A diagram of the user-implicit classification-data relationship is shown in Figure 1. Appropriate 

positive and negative feedback data is selected for both explicit and implicit feedback data to 

construct positive and negative sample ratios. Positive feedback data is better chosen, for example, 

user ratings of items, and products that users frequently browse can be used as positive feedback 

data. When users do not frequently perform browsing actions on products of interest, it is obviously 

impractical to select negative feedback data. In terms of negative sample selection, a typical 

negative sample is something that is popular, but users do not explicitly express their preferences 

for such things, as many people buy some popular products because they appear frequently, but 

users do not express their preferences and it is not necessarily assumed that users like such items 

[19]. 

(2) Model logic structure based on LFM 

The sudden WP EWM is the second development of GIS based on the characteristics of WP 

emergencies, the process of using the model involves a large amount of basic geographical 

information, basic environmental information and mathematical model calculations, for the design 

objectives and principles of the model, the concept of layered design, the system is designed as an 

organic whole consisting of data layer, business logic layer, user layer, these three logical layers 

respectively These three logical layers correspond to the database, functional links, user interface 

three structural layers, the three interact with each other to complete the technical support for 

sudden WP emergency decision-making. The logical structure of the model is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Logic structure of sudden WP EWM 

4. Application of Sudden WP Warning Model 

4.1. TP EWM Result Analysis 

In this experiment, an EWM was used to predict the concentration of TP in water. There are 623 

data of total phosphorus (TP) in WP, 500 of which are randomly selected to train the warning model 

based on the implicit meaning. When the result of the implicit meaning is within the error range, the 

training is stopped. In order to verify the accuracy of the model, the remaining 123 data were 

simulated and predicted using the EWM based on the implicit meaning, and the predicted value(PV) 

based on the implicit meaning was compared with Mike's simulated value(SV). 

Table 1. Simulated and predicted values of peak concentration 

Distance from the point of 

accident 

LFM PV Mike's SVs 

0 1.52 1.49 

10 0.34 0.35 

20 0.23 0.24 

30 0.16 0.16 

40 0.10 0.11 

50 0.09 0.085 

60 0.084 0.083 

70 0.082 0.083 

It is known from Table 1 that the PV of peak concentration is consistent with the SV. When it is 

at the point of WP accident, the PV of the cryptic model is 1.52, and the SV of Mike model is 1.49. 

The farther away from the accident place, the smaller the PV and SV are. The value after 40m is 

basically 0.08-0.09. 
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Figure 3. Simulated and predicted values of peak density distance from source 

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the PV of the distance between the peak concentration and the 

PS is basically consistent with the SV. The result of the training data of the distance between the 

peak density and the PS in the cryptic model and Mike model increases with the increase of the 

distance from the accident occurrence point. 

4.2. Error Comparison 

 

Figure 4. Error results (%) 

As shown in Figure 4, the error results between the PV and the SV of the peak concentration and 

the distance from the peak concentration to the PS at different accident points are shown. The error 

between the PV of peak concentration and the SV is basically kept at 10%, and the error between 

the SV and the PV is more than 10%, or even close to 20%, at the data mutation (30-50m), but it 

meets the accuracy requirements on the whole. The maximum error between the PV and the SV of 

the distance between the peak concentration and the PS is 11.6%. Therefore, it is believed that the 

EWM based on the implicit meaning can quickly and effectively predict the distribution 

characteristics of pollutants after the occurrence of sudden WP accidents, provide a basis for 
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emergency treatment of accidents, and reduce the losses caused by accidents. 

5. Conclusion 

The sudden WP EWM established in this paper can detect water quality abnormalities in a timely 

manner through water quality prediction and dynamic early warning, improve the efficiency of 

emergency response, reduce the risk of WP, and prevent WP from spreading over a large area 

through continuous improvement of monitoring technology. With the continuous improvement of 

water quality monitoring technology in China, conventional water quality indicators can be 

monitored online. In addition, the crypto semantic model provides a basis for data mining and has a 

good application prospect in water quality prediction. Therefore, this paper studies the water quality 

prediction and early warning function based on the argot meaning, which is of great significance for 

dealing with sudden WP events, helping people prevent WP events and make emergency decisions 

after WP events. 
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